CHAPTER 9

MOUNDS AND MODELS

‘persistent places became prominent places’ (Schroeder 2004:822)

9.1 INTRODUCTION

In this final chapter I discuss the outcomes of the study and draw conclusions about
the archaeology of the Hay Plain based on my research framework and objectives. The
study illustrates that different approaches and scales of research open up different
avenues of enquiry. I was faced with the difficult task of finding new ways of looking
at the archaeological record in order to provide solutions to previously unanswered
questions. I begin in 9.2 by comparing the results to the proposed models outlined in
Chapter 3, loosely following the three major research themes of 1) heat retainer
technology and its fundamental role in mound construction, 2) the dynamics of
human behaviour, and 3) interpretive archaeology. In 9.3, I discuss a proposed
generalised model for the distribution pattern of mounds in Australia. In 9.4 the
results are compared against generalised models of mid to late Holocene change in
human behaviour. I finish by providing a concluding statement about the results,
methods and research framework, which have restored the reputation of mounds
from ‘enigma’ to ‘archaeological deposit’ and the flat plains from ‘empty’ to ‘culturally
inscribed’ landscapes.

9.2 TESTING MODELS AGAINST THE RESULTS

9.2.1 Reasons for Using Heat Retainer Technology

In this section I return to the research objectives outlined in Chapter 3 and discuss
the theme relating to heat retainer technology and its fundamental role in the
construction of mounds. Australian and global archaeological, ethnographic and
phytochemical research indicates that heat retainer ovens are used for a wide range of
purposes, including baking large fat-rich animals, steaming lean animals, cooking large quantities of food, food for large groups, to cook a variety of plant foods, to preserve, soften or detoxify food, as well as for medicinal purposes and plant fibre preparation. The most common use of ovens is to cook carbohydrate rich plant foods, including USOs such as rhizomes, corms, bulbs, tubers, or above ground carbohydrate storage organs such as agave stems. Starches, particularly amylose, and complex long and/or branched carbohydrates such as inulin are changed by prolonged baking/steaming into simpler polymers that are easier for humans to digest and absorb (Wandsnider 1997).

The global trend in the mid to late Holocene was to intensify the use of plants with complex carbohydrates that need prolonged baking/steaming in heat retainer ovens, thus maximising the energy return. This intensified use of plants with complex carbohydrates was associated with various plant management strategies and specialised knowledge of harvesting, preparation and cooking. Ovens were also used to detoxify or soften foods that could not be utilised otherwise (Thoms 2003a, Wandsnider 1997).

The ethnohistory from the Murray Darling Basin and including the Hay Plain indicates that wetland plant USOs were extensively utilised and baked/steamed in heat retainer ovens, including *Typha, Bolboschoenus*, and *Triglochin*. Non-wetland USOs were also baked/steamed in heat retainer ovens, including the well-known *Microseris scapigera* tubers. Additional foods were brought into use as steaming in heat retainer ovens made them edible and cookable, for example the otherwise unpalatable *Lepidium* leaves were eaten in large quantities during winter as a steamed green vegetable which tasted like cabbage (Bonney 1866-1915, Eyre 1845 Vol II:254). The ethnohistory and physics of cooking also suggest that in certain areas lean animals were utilised as drought fall-back food by prolonged oven streaming in the skin to soften the meat and hydrolyse the bone marrow and skin fat. Heat retainer oven cooking also preserved food, particularly *Typha* rhizomes, by prolonging baking to reduce moisture. This preserving process was used to store food for predictable periods of food shortage, prolong the availability of favourite plant foods, provide food to trade, to feed people at ceremonial or exchange gatherings or for travel to ceremonies and gatherings (Berndt & Berndt 1993). Heat retainer ovens were also used to steam fibre rich plants as the initial stage in making quality fibre for fishing lines, nets, carry bags, and accessories, and ovens were used as medicinal
steam/heat baths. The archaeology and ethnohistory demonstrates the similarities of chronology of oven and mound use, the technical details and variations of construction, and the types of foods prepared, between the Murray Darling Basin including the Hay Plain, and other areas in the world such as North America.

The results of the review of heat retainer technology indicate that Model 5 proposed in Chapter 3 can be applied to the Hay Plain mounds and generally to mounds in Australia:

- A primary purpose of heat retainer ovens is the prolonged baking/steaming of plant foods containing complex carbohydrates such as amylose starches, fructan and inulin, which converts them to more digestible and better tasting carbohydrates and sugars, thus maximising the energy value. Ovens also detoxify, soften and preserve foods.

9.2.2 Are Hay Plain Mound Mounds Derived from Repetitive use of Heat Retainer Ovens?

The excavations of the Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 mounds provide actual evidence of heat retainer oven use, including the baked clay heat retainers and fragments of baked clay, fused silica, charcoal, ash, lenses of ash, and pit, hearth or oven features. The carbonised, calcined and fragmented faunal bone, turtle shell, mussel shell and eggshell also provides evidence of repetitive use of ovens in the mounds. The Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 mounds are characterised by few well defined features or activity areas, but with rare exceptions the contents such as heat retainers, faunal bones and stone artefacts have lost definite spatial relationships. Such mixing provides further evidence that the mounds were continuously dug into as new ovens were made.

The rounded to irregular shaped lumps of baked clay found in the excavations indicate the use of ovens containing baked clay heat retainers, and are similar to baked clay heat retainers found in the remains of individual ovens off the mounds including the excavated Gundaline ovens. The fine-grained, tabular fragments of baked clay casts suggest that different types of heat retainer cooking were also used on the mound, including the wrapping of food in mud for baking. The Ravensworth 3 sediment particle analysis and magnetic susceptibility analysis showed that the finer sediment was largely the result of the breakdown of baked clay heat retainers, and
that these heat retainers were not derived from the coarser sediment adjacent to the mound. Thus heat retainers were brought to the mound, probably from the nearby lake, used and re-used and then incorporated into the mound matrix. The colour of heat retainers varies but over two thirds have been in an oxygen poor reducing environment during use or re-use which indicates that they were buried during part of the cooking process. Klaver's (1998) excavations of 2 mounds and 2 incipient mounds at Cooey Point Lagoon on the Murrumbidgee East resulted in her conclusion that mounds were used for cooking in heat retainer ovens, citing the presence of baked clay, ash, charcoal, burnt bone, and oven features such as pits.

The ethnohistory of the Hay Plain and the adjacent Murray Riverine Plain describes mounds as being the location of heat retainer ovens used for cooking Typha rhizome and other foods such as Bolboschoenus corms and Triglochin tubers (Beveridge 1883, Eyre 1845, Kirby 1895, Krefft 1866a, Mitchell 1839 Vol II). The charcoal from Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 is dominated by wood for fuel and Typha rhizome, and included round plant carbohydrate storage organs which are consistent with Bolboschoenus corms. The pollen from Ravensworth 3 also points to large amounts of wetland plants such as Typha and Cyperaceae (which includes Bolboschoenus), as well as chenopods and grasses. The mussel shell and faunal bones also demonstrate a wetland focus, however the relatively small amounts of shell and bone found in the excavations suggest that plant food was the major food cooked in the mounds. I have concluded that the various line of evidence presented in the study support the expansion of Model 5:

- the mounds of the Hay Plain derive largely from the repetitive use of baked clay heat retainer ovens in a designated, bounded locale, primarily to cook carbohydrate rich wetland plant food such as Typha rhizome.

9.2.3 Chronology of Heat Retainer Technology and Mounds

Heat retainer ovens in Australia date from around 31,000 BP at Lake Mungo (Barbetti & Allen 1972:48), similar in age to the 34,000 BP baked clay heat retainer basins in Greece (Karkanas et al. 2004). Ovens continued to be made throughout the Murray Darling Basin, including the Hay Plain, until the contact period approximately 150 years ago, and cooking of kangaroo and emu in ovens currently occurs in the Darling River region.
Holdaway et al. (2005) show that in the semi-arid western section of the Murray Darling Basin the increase in late Holocene heat retainer oven dates is a result of geomorphological processes, and cannot be directly explained by an increase in oven use. However, on the eastern section of the Basin, the flat terrain, aggrading nature and heavy soils of the Hay and Murray Riverine Plains suggest that sites are destroyed at a slower rate, and evidence in Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrate the excavated mounds have survived for over 4,000 years because they are protected by a pavement of heat retainers and soil formation. The excavation of the Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 mounds on the Hay Plain Southwest indicates that their construction began around 4,100 BP and 4,300 BP respectively, similar to the date of 5,000 BP for a burial closely associated with a nearby complex of mounds (Pardoe 1995). Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 were rapidly built up over a relatively short time frame, from 300-600 years respectively, and ceased to be utilised as cooking ovens by around 3,800 BP and 3,700 BP. The combined dates from this study, Klaver's work on the Murrumbidgee East, and research on the Central Murray to the south, provide evidence for an overall increase in mound numbers during the last 2,000 years, with variation in timing in different areas. The dates indicate that the Hay Plain Southwest mounds may have started 1-2,000 years before the Murrumbidgee East and Murray River mounds. The top and bottom dates for the 12 mounds with multiple dates suggest that mounds can take anything from 50 to 1,200 years to be constructed, and on average take about 500 years.

- The dates provide support for an extension of Model 5: that mounds represent a mid to late Holocene increase in exploitation of plant foods needing cooking in heat retainer ovens. The chronology indicates that mound construction began before 4,000 years ago and continued to the contact period, and that mound building increased during the last 2,000 years. Mounds were used on average for 500 years and then abandoned.

9.2.4 Models of Distribution on the Hay Plain

The GIS mapping indicates that archaeological material is widely spread over the various hydrological and geomorphological landforms of the Hay Plain. However, when types of archaeological material are considered separately different patterns emerge. Artefact scatters, individual ovens, or open sites (usually artefacts and/or ovens) are widespread over the entire plain and over various hydrological and
geomorphological categories. Middens are restricted to the levee banks of the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan River channels and the lunettes of the large open water lakes. The mounds and burials, however, have a similar distribution pattern which does not simply reflect the hydrology and geomorphology depicted by the GIS mapping. Both burials and mounds are concentrated on the western side of the Hay Plain, and occur on the Hay Plain Northwest, Southwest, Lowbidgee and lower Lachlan River. In contrast on the eastern side of the plain burials are rare and mounds are restricted to billabong or lagoon features of the Murrumbidgee River East channel. This east-west dichotomy, first noticed for the distribution of burials by Bonhomme (1990b), is tied to the large-scale topography of the plain. The mounds and burials are concentrated on the western half of the plain which has the larger, richer, more predictable and permanent wetland features. This low-lying western plain is fed larger and more frequent flood pulses and its lowness also ensures there is less gravitational pull to force water back into the main channel. The network of creeks, anabanches, distributaries, swamps and lakes distributes and captures water, nutrients and sediment and the confluence of the Murrumbidgee and Lachlan forms the vast delta-like Great Cumbungi Swamp. Mounds and burials are concentrated in the productive, diverse, and dependable wetlands of the Lowbidgee, Lower Lachlan, and Abercrombie Creek systems, which contained abundant and predictable plant, fish and other animal resources. The ethnohistory describes *Typha* rhizomes cooked in baked clay heat retainer ovens in mounds as a staple food of these 'reed bed' areas (Mitchell 1893 Vol II). This situation is mirrored in the Murray, Edwards, Wakool system immediately to the south of the Hay Plain, with its large concentration of mounds.

- The distribution of mounds correlates with the previously discussed model 5 of mounds reflecting intensive management, harvesting and cooking of carbohydrate rich plants. The distribution shows that mounds are concentrated on the western Hay Plain where they are associated with more productive and permanent wetlands than those found on the eastern Hay Plain except for the narrow Murrumbidgee River floodplain. Mounds are associated with wetland USOs such as *Typha*.

Distribution mapping also indicates that burials and mounds are closely associated on the western half of the plain, and burials are located in mounds or in small tightly bounded clusters close to mounds. On the eastern half of the plain burials are rare and occur singly or in small clusters of 2-3, and are usually found in middens or
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'campsites', but not in mounds. Very small bipolar microblade stone tool technology characterises most of the Hay Plain, but is particularly characteristic of the mound complexes of the Hay Plain Southwest. The Hay Plain Northeast is dominated by a radically different technology based on the cobble or pebble raw material source. This includes split pebble tools and medium sized core and flake technology, including thick flake wood working tools. There is a distinct boundary on the western edge of this technology, which corresponds to the Wiradjuri boundary noted in the historic period.

Distribution of single heat retainer ovens shows that they are spread widely across the Hay Plain, and that while they may sometimes be incipient mounds, they are often found in areas that do not have mounds and represent a different type or scale of activity. This contradicts Klaver's (1998) findings that ovens were always incipient mounds. My different interpretation results from the larger study area and GIS database, which was designed to demonstrate patterns of distribution over the whole plain, including areas both with and without mounds.

- Distribution of single heat retainer ovens suggests that they are sometimes incipient mounds, but they are often found in areas that do not have mounds and therefore represent a different type or scale of activity.

Distribution across minor landforms shows that all types of archaeological materials tend to be located on the slightly higher sandier palaeochannel soils. However, a few mounds are built on low grey clay soils, for example on the western side of swamps. Palaeochannel features are common and large enough to negate the need to build mounds as high domed structures. Thus the moundedness factor is not a direct outcome of a new pattern of locating mounds on flood-free areas or building upwards to keep dry (Model 1 suggested by Williams [1988] for mounds in Southwest Victoria).

- Mounds are not a direct outcome of a new pattern of creating flood free campsites

9.2.5 Correlating Mounds with Changing Environments

In model 4a I proposed that Hay Plain mounds were a response to evolution of swamps, billabongs and other resource rich environments which may not have existed in the early stages of evolution of the modern Murrumbidgee and Lachlan, following Pardoe's (1995) model for the Murray River. However, examination of the riverine
environment clearly shows that environments suitable for the growth of dense predictable crops existed in the early Holocene or even earlier. For example the large palaeo-lagoons on the Murrumbidgee River to the east of Hay belong to the 35-25,000 year old Gum Creek system have been continuously connected to the superimposed Holocene river (Page et al. 2005:569). These lagoons are characterised by large numbers of mounds which date from the late Holocene, for example Cooey Point Lagoon where mounds were dated to between 1,000 BP and 400 BP and a heat retainer feature dated to 2660BP (Klaver 1998). Thus at Cooey Point Lagoon and similar features, mounds appeared a substantially long time after the connection between the palaeo-lagoons and modern river developed.

The palaeochannels of the Gum Creek system which incorporates the Abercrombie Creek system existed in the Pleistocene and early Holocene (Page et al. 1996). The Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 mounds date from around 4,300 to 4,100BP, and there is a date of 5,000 BP from nearby Jeraly (Pardoe 1995). The dating and indicates that the mounds on the Abercrombie Creek system were initiated around 4-5,000 BP, again suggesting that mounds appeared a long time after the evolution of wetlands suitable for Typha and other food crops.

Model 4b) proposed that mound building was triggered by a wetter climatic period. A possible wetter period around 4-5,000 BP (Kershaw 1995) suggests a model of mounds being a response to wetter period and more predictable food resources which gradually diminished over the last 2,000 years. A corollary of this is that the big mounds on Hay Plain South West may have built in the 5-3000 BP period and smaller mounds on the modern rivers are more recent (Martin 1996c). All the Hay Plain Southwest mounds are on the Abercrombie Creek system that originates as part of the Gum Creek system which leaves the Murrumbidgee near Darlington Point. It is possible that this system became less reliable due to decreased flood heights and lack of bank full stages and less take off from this section of the river. This would reflect a reduction of rainfall and/or snowfall in the highlands, or different timing that
lowered the height of the flood pulses. The older dates of the Tchelery, Ravensworth and Jeraly sites compared to the younger Cooey Point Lagoon mounds support this model, however, more dates are necessary for confirmation.

- There is at present only the circumstantial evidence to link the initial appearance of mounds to the possible wetter period around 4-5,000 B (Model 4b). However, there is evidence for the following: A change in climate or geomorphology some time after 3,500 BP may have decreased flood-peak flow in the Abercrombie Creek system on the Hay Plain Southwest and triggered a localised shift in mounds from this system to the Lowbidgee and lower Murrumbidgee and Lachlan River channels.

9.2.6 Mounds with 'Style'

The data for size, roundness and moundedness of the Hay Plain mounds and other areas with mounds indicates that different areas have different 'styles' or templates of mound size and shape, but that cluster size is not a 'style' attribute. The lack of roundness and moundedness of the otherwise similar Menindee ashy deposits corroborates that these attributes are redundant from a functional perspective and thus the Hay Plain mounds were deliberately shaped to cultural templates or 'styles', as proposed in Model 6.

- The results of the study indicate that mound size and shape are influenced by 'style'. 'Style' provides an explanation for mound attributes not directly explained by heat retainer cooking of dense, predictable plant foods.

9.2.7 Mounds as Elements in Composed Cultural Landscapes

The Hay Plain is devoid of rocks for painted or engraved art, another type of mnemonic was used. Sculpted earth constructions formed the major elements of the cultural landscape, particularly on the flat plains. Shaped or styled mounds are a subset of the overall pattern of sculpting earth to impress cultural messages. The Hay Plain landscape was spatially arranged and composed with constructed features which carried information about diverse aspects of cultural life including land tenure boundaries, individual ownership of constructed features such as weirs, pathways marking approved routes and linking important places, burial huts, mounds and/or sculpted rings indicating the burial places of significant males, mounds marking important occupation areas, ceremonial features known as burbang or bora rings.
and excavated wells or reservoirs. Similar forms of sculpted earth were used for different purposes; mounds, burial mounds and ceremonial ground mounds, earth rings around burials and around ceremonial grounds. This may reflect a process whereby people chose to remember and use previous cultural features in a different situation and for a different purpose, as in the development of monumental Mississippian mound centres from Emergent Mississippian incipient mound centres (Schroeder 2004:817).

The constructed landscape elements overlay the ideational or storied landscape which was 'sensually inscribed' with sounds, smells and visual triggers of memory and understanding (Langton 2002:254). Landscape features such as the flat treeless plains, the rainbow serpent waterholes and the reed beds provide visual and sensual triggers for the stories which connect the present occupants with their ancestors and the creators or Story Beings. The storied landscape enables us to reconstruct something about how people perceived landscape as the personification of creation beings, and how rules shaped their relationship with the landscape. Current perspectives of landscape elaborate how constructed features such as mounds act as a memory trigger about ancestors perceptions and actions, leading to the current occupants feeling of identity, rights and obligations. Mounds, particularly when seen as mirages, impress the vast scale and flatness of the plains, mounds give a vantage point to view the landscape, mounds contain messages about past events, people and management of resources. Non-Aboriginal landowners also interpreted aspects of the landscape in parallel ways by building houses and sheds on mounds, placing roads on traditional pathways, and planting crops in former wetlands.

- Model 7 in Chapter 3, which proposed mounds are elements of a Cultural Landscape, has been successfully applied to the Hay Plain and has provided insights into the constructed, spatially arranged, sensually inscribed, and storied landscape.

**9.2.8 Socialised Landscapes and the Inclusion/Exclusion Models**

Evidence presented in Chapter 8 suggests that the Hay Plain was a very complex social landscape at the contact period. The attributes of language, social organization, trade and exchange, marriage pools, material culture such as stone artefacts, the various perceptions of landscape type such as reed beds, possum forest or *Acacia pendula* scrub, the storied landscape of the ancestors and the Story Beings (Langton 2002),
all overlap in different ways. The overall picture is of groups belonging to and inscribing the land with constructed features such as mounds, burials paths, weirs, dams, and reservoirs, but also having very wide, multi-layered and varying social networks with surrounding groups. Once the languages that were present at contact were in place a system of borrowing of language features, social organization and ceremonies was forged. The people occupying the Hay Plain had (and still have) a range of languages, social systems, ceremonies, and trade alliances forming a multi-layered social network with boundaries cutting across each other. In addition people differentiated themselves on a different scale by the type of landscape they lived in and their 'style' of living. Thus 'reed bed' people from different language groups had an additional name signifying how they lived, and possibly mounds played a role in differentiating local groups who live around reed beds and swamps. Men also identified themselves as belonging to certain swamps, and could be called by the name of an important swamp. Men ‘owned’ potential canoe trees or fish weirs, and I have suggested that women had a similar ‘ownership’ of the wetland food plants and created and sculpted the mounds.

While aspects such as mound complexes indicate a focus on small ranges containing wetland features, other aspects suggest wide-reaching and complex social networks existed across the region. I have suggested that the focus on wetlands and managed dense root crops allowed a change in mobility patterns. Groups who “owned” the right kind of wetland could get a living from a smaller area, but this did not mean people did not fully utilise or negotiate networks. The smaller and less mobile the group, the more they needed to have strong networks with outside groups to find marriage partners and the variety of relationships that they needed throughout their life, including social relationships, trade, ceremony and information exchange. The necessity of marrying outside these small ranges means the people had to have something valuable such as nets to trade so they could engage in social relations with a large social network. This is the dichotomy - focus on intense exploitation and management of a swamp or system of swamps would lead to more sedentism, lower mobility, smaller range and a need to “own” the resources they were putting such effort into and getting so much energy out of. However, far from resulting in stricter boundary exclusion, as suggested by the Pardoe model listed as 2b in Chapter 3, carefully proscribed social interaction became more important. Although Aboriginal small land-tenure groups have inalienable or ‘exclusive’ tenure of land (Berndt & Berndt 1968:42), this is a legal definition, not an actual practice. The people on
the ground, or small land-utilising groups, consist of family units and visitors, many of whom do not have exclusive tenure to the land they are living on (Berndt & Berndt 1968:44-45).

The evidence presented allows some insight into how people perceived their cultural landscape, although there are many questions as yet unanswered. The very large Abercrombie Creek mounds out on the flat treeless plains suggest that they were not there to warn people away so much as to invite guests in. Such large mounds would be visible for several kilometres, but this area is famous for its mirages which on sunny winter days enabled people to see large mounds which were in fact below the horizon, that is 10 km or more away. This and the large footpaths and other constructed and marked landscape features suggest that the whole landscape was mapped for people to read, not as a warning but to inscribe relationships so everyone knew where they were welcome and how to approach an area correctly under the complex laws and customs that existed. The more concentrated the resources, the more potential for visitation, and the more the landscape needed to be 'sign posted'. The early historical accounts also suggest that the people of the western half of the Hay Plain and their neighbours to the south and west were frequent visitors to each other’s country even when ceremonies where not occurring. However the relationship between the various small groups of the western Hay Plain and the Wiradjuri of the eastern Hay Plain seems to be subtly different. The change in various names for Typha common to all the western Hay Plain and Murray River groups, to the Wiradjuri name balyan, and the distinct change in burial construction, stone tool technology and source material in Wiradjuri country, also suggest that there was a boundary of some sort between the western groups of the Hay Plain and the Wiradjuri. Tindale suggested the Wiradjuri looked to the rest of the large Wiradjuri-Gamilaraay language group for relationships, and maintenance of a ‘cycle of ceremonies that moved in a ring around the whole tribal area tended to assist tribal coherence despite the large occupied area’ (Tindale 2006).

- Mounds on the Hay Plain are not simply territorial markers related to exclusive use of territories, as suggested by Pardoe’s ‘inclusion/exclusion’ models 2b and 2c. I have outlined evidence suggesting that a more complex multi-layered social landscape and wide reaching networks existed on the Hay Plain during the early contact history. Smaller ranges had the effect of increasing the need for social interaction, and the intensified staple food production.
production enhanced the opportunity for social interaction. The comprehensive borrowing of words, grammar, social organization and ceremony, and the varied sources of stone raw material, shows that this complex social landscape and networking was a significant factor on the Hay Plain for a considerable time period.

9.2.9 Spatial Patterning of Mounds and Social Organisation

The clustering of mounds was found not to be a 'style' attribute, as the study indicated that all areas of the Hay Plain tend to have large clusters of 20 or more mounds, independent of the size or shape of the mounds. The rapid build up of the large Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 mounds suggests that only one mound in a complex was used at a time. This is corroborated by several early ethnohistorical sources which state that only one mound in an area would be in use, the others abandoned, sometimes with large trees growing out of them or half worn away by the river (Cameron 1886, Curr 1883:107-108, Mitchell 1839 Vol II). The very large mounds of Ravensworth and Tchelery were built over 300 and 600 years respectively, which represents between 15 and 20 generations based on 20 years per generation. A similar time frame of mound construction is evident in other mounds on the Hay and Murray Riverine Plains, although there is a wide variation in construction times (Table 4.1), and Beveridge (1869:187) witnessed a mound built near Swan Hill over a 28 year period. This suggests that mound complexes are actually genealogies, each mound representing a family lineage. Littleton's work supports this idea by showing that burials on the Hay Plain Southwest associated with or in mounds tend to display clustered events forming small, highly patterned and dense groups of burials of usually around 20 individuals (Littleton 2002). The fact that on the Hay Plain Southwest, individual mounds within a mound cluster often have distinctly differing ratios of stone artefact material also supports the idea that clusters grew sequentially. I speculate here that each mound actually represents a land-tenure group, created and styled by the women in the group or married into it, as a celebration of their knowledge and status as crop managers, harvesters, mound builders and net makers. As a descent line phased out a new mound would be started, and the old mound could become a burial ground. Thus burial mounds with burial structures would be the complete mnemonic for memorising genealogies and deriving identities. Mounds are not located and shaped 'randomly across the landscape, but rather are an ordered
component of socially constructed space’ (Wilson & David 2002:7).

- *It is proposed that on the Hay Plain mounds grew sequentially within clusters, one mound at a time in use for cooking, and after a mound was abandoned it could be used as a burial place. This is a corollary of Model 3b in Chapter 3, as suggested originally by Witter pers. comm. (1996), that when in use a mound would be a central cooking place with huts placed in a set spatial pattern, the arrangement reflecting social structure and shared activities.*

Craib (1991) proposed that big mounds were base camps and small mounds were satellite specialist sites on the Murray Riverine Plain to the south of the Hay Plain (Model 3a in Chapter). On the Hay Plain clusters are the usual distribution pattern and may contain big mounds, small mounds or a mixture of sizes. Some sections of the Hay Plain Southwest do show a pattern of isolated mounds some distance from clusters of mounds, and these may be satellite sites of the main cluster (but not necessarily smaller, different in content or reflecting a different activity).

- *The hypothesis that big mounds were base camps and small mounds were satellite specialist site, does not fit the Hay Plain mound distribution pattern.*

### 9.2.10 Managed Landscapes and Gender Relations

The mounds of the Hay Plain, and in particular the mound complexes and very large rapidly built mounds of the Hay Plain Southwest such as Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1, provide evidence of a landscape managed to maximise the dense predictable wetland foods such as *Typha*. This rapid build up and the large numbers of mounds and numerous associated burials indicates changing patterns of plant use, wetland use, and sedentism. The ethnohistory describes ways of managing the plant resources including firing, water management, spacing plants and harvesting at the time of peak carbohydrate content, and preserving food. Ethnohistory indicates women were the specialist knowledge holders and undertook management, harvesting, preparation, cooking and preservation of plant foods, and it is therefore suggested it was women who largely constructed the mounds. This is also supported by the detailed analysis of stone artefacts from the Ravensworth 3 and Tchelery 1 excavations which indicates that the few backed blades discarded on the mounds were made elsewhere, and the characteristic small unretouched bipolar flakes and flakes with usewear or side retouch suggest the mound contains domestic discard with only very rare
indications of male activities such as large game hunting. The artefacts from the mound excavations are in direct contrast to non-mound sites in the area, such as the microblade workshop (Dry lake TSR4), the larger flakes on Dry Lake 11, or the Ravensworth Lake 12 site with its larger flakes, larger and unfinished backed blades, and high proportion of grinding equipment.

Women had full access to the plant foods cooked in mounds, and power over its distribution. This may have given the women a greater degree of autonomy on one hand, but also a greater role in providing the food for ceremonies and gatherings. Women also played a major role in the procurement of Typha fibre and other plant fibres and the making of nets, which were a major trade item. The role of women in managing these food and fibre crops is a counterpoint to the patrilineal land tenure that is often assumed to have been the major element of people's association with land. Viewed from this perspective, the important role woman played in managing the food crop may also have encouraged more frequent visiting of married women's families, as the women could provide for them.

The exogamous system would result in the export of knowledge about the management, harvest and cooking of root crops, and of mound building. This exporting of the knowledge and the associated constructed cultural landscape template, would result in an outward movement of mound building from managed swamps and reed beds into new landscapes. Thus the mounds in the Macquarie Marshes 500 kilometres to the north of the Hay Plain, may reflect the export of cultural information into a new area via marriage networks. Trade and exchange is often considered in the context of male dominated systems of archaeologically visible trade items such as ground edge axes, but mounds inform us about the exchange of ideas.

Large-scale cooking in mounds created female co-operatives which led to a change in relationships between women and between women and men, both within local groups and between groups. These roles and the increased sedentism signalled a change in gender relations (Model 8 in Chapter 3), which has left visible reminders in the form of mounds.

* The archaeology and ethnohistory of the Hay Plain provide evidence linking women to specialised knowledge of plant management, harvesting, preparation, cooking in ovens on mounds, and mound construction, as well
as plant food preservation and fibre making. It is suggested that women's co-operative food production, and distribution of the staples produced, resulted from changes in gender relations. These changes are reflected in the construction of mounds.

9.3 A GENERALISED MODEL OF MOUND DISTRIBUTION IN AUSTRALIA

This study has shown that on the Hay Plain mounds are unevenly distributed and concentrated in areas of the western half of the Hay Plain suitable for growth of dense predictable wetland food plants. Similar geomorphology and landforms on the eastern side of the Hay Plain tend not to have mounds, except on the Murrumbidgee channel, because topography and hydrological characteristics are not suitable for the dense, predictable and permanent growth of wetland food plants. The ethnography for the Lower Murrumbidgee and Lachlan Rivers and the adjacent Central Murray River and its tributaries and distributaries shows that mounds were associated with wetlands often called 'reed beds' or 'swamps'. The ethnography and the excavation data indicate that a major food source found in these wetlands and cooked in mounds and ovens was *Typha* rhizome, as well as other plant resources such as *Bolboschoenus*, and *Triglochin*, in addition to a predominantly aquatic fauna including waterbirds, turtles, yabbies, and fish.

In contrast, mounds apparently do not occur along the Murrumbidgee River near Balranald as it enters the Murray Mallee Sandplain downstream to its junction with the Murray River. As the Murray River flows south through a confined channel in the Murray Mallee, mounds apparently do not occur. On the lower Murray, particularly around the Lower Murray Lakes or delta system, mounds occur again. Mounds also occur in the large wetland system of the Macquarie Marshes. This distribution pattern corroborates the connection between mounds on the Murray River and its tributaries, including the Hay Plain and the Macquarie Marshes, to wetland areas with dense predictable 'root crops' such as *Typha* and/or *Bolboschoenus*. The Menindee Lakes and adjacent Darling River has some features in common with the Lower Murrumbidgee and Lachlan Rivers, such as lake inlet and outlet creeks, large billabongs, swamps and 'back swamps'. Here similar deposits to Hay Plain mounds, incorporating baked clay heat retainers, ash, charcoal, burnt shell and bone, have been recorded (Martin, et al. 1994 and Pardoe & Martin 2002, Martin 2003).
**Bolboschoenus** was processed in large quantities in this area at contact, and still grows there. The large ashy heat retainer rich deposits reflect exploitation of this food. Looking further afield the same model applies to earth mounds on the northern Arnhem Land coast which are associated with cooking ‘roots of water plants and rushes’ in ‘termite bed ovens’ during the dry seasons (Peterson 1973:181-2).

In contrast, while some mounds in central and southern Victoria are associated with wetlands (Williams 1988), others are associated with open temperate meadows which were the favoured habitat of *Microseris scapigera* or *murnong* (Bonwick 1870, Gott 1982, 1989, McPherson 1885, Robinson in Clark 1998-2000). The meadows were deliberately kept open by firing, and the crop enhanced by digging, firing, curation and replanting (Gott 1982, Berndt & Berndt 1993). *Murnong* contains inulin (Gott 1989), and this was converted to more digestible carbohydrates and sugars by cooking in heat retainer ovens in mounds. In southern Victoria ovens in mounds had a distinctive construction, with stone heat retainer forming a basin, and one or two large stones sticking up which were used for creating steam (McPherson 1885). Comparing *murnong* meadows with the Hay Plain, the habitat is different, the food plant is different, and the mound construction is different. However, the fundamental model is the same, a focus on dense predictable carbohydrate crops which were managed and cooked in heat retainer ovens to convert the complex carbohydrates to more digestible forms and maximise the energy return.

Thus the mounds of the ‘reed beds’ of the Hay Plain and sections of the Murray River and its tributaries, the Murnong mounds of the temperate meadows of southern and central Victoria, the earth mounds of the Arnhem Land wetlands (Figure 1.3), and the ashy deposits of the Menindee area all have a similar origin; intensive focus on and management of dense and predictable carbohydrate crops, in these cases USO’s, which were baked in heat retainer ovens, the repetitive use of ovens forming distinct constructed landscape features. Other food plants in Australia were possibly managed and utilised in a similar way, for example the carbohydrate-rich bracken fern (*Pteridium esculentum*) of temperate forests was managed by fire and usually roasted before further preparation and eating (Veitch 1985). Bungwall (*Blechnum indicum*) from the Wallum coastal swamps of the South East Queensland coast was also roasted before being ‘bashed’ and eaten (Gillieson & Hall 1982:2-3). The Pandanus groves of North Queensland (David & Lourandos 1998) and the Yam and *Typha* crops of the Swan River Valley (Hallam 1987) were managed in a similar way to maximise
energy returns from the landscape. I suggest that mounds or ashy deposits with heat retainers may also exist in these areas.

This idea is supported by the suggestion that mounds are not found in areas that only have widely spaced, unpredictable or non-permanent carbohydrate rich crops that need cooking in ovens. For example, in the Murray-Darling Basin, only small heat retainer hearths are found in non-riverine semi-arid areas with less predictable and less dense stands of root crops. In the arid centre of Australia, where USO's are widely spaced and less predictable, heat retainers are not used at all and large emu and kangaroo are cooked in a shallow heated pit with ashes and coals heaped over the body but not sealed as in oven cooking (Spencer & Gillen 1968 [1899]:22-24). The animals are eaten partially raw, which the Murray Darling Basin people find disgusting (Martin 1999a). Mounds or ashy deposits are also unlikely to be found in rainforest or thick forest, unless crops were managed by fire to increase density. Mounds are found in three main areas of Australia, the northern coastal wetlands, the wetlands of South Eastern Australia (particularly the Murray and its tributaries including the Murrumbidgee/Lachlan of the Hay Plain), and the culturally created temperate meadows of South Eastern Australia. Thus mounds reflect a focus on dense and predictable root crops, and are often found in wetland situations for this reason.

- The distribution of mounds in non-wetland temperate meadows, as well as wetlands, indicates that mounds (and large ashy deposits with heat retainers) are found where suitable dense and predictable crops needing prolonged cooking in heat retainer ovens existed naturally or as a result of land management, and were intensively exploited. This is a general explanation for the distribution of large heat retainer features, including mounds and ashy deposits. Within this general model there is an infinite variety of attributes influenced by other factors, including the type of heat retainers used and what other resources were exploited from the same space, but largely reflecting differing cultural practices and social organization.

9.4 MOUNDS AND GENERALISED MODELS

9.4.1 Mounds of the Hay Plain and the Lourandos 'Intensification' Model

The use of heat retainer technology and the focus and management of dense predictable carbohydrate rich plant foods has been shown to be a world wide
phenomenon in the mid to late Holocene. This can be related to other concepts such as ‘broad spectrum revolution’ (Edwards & O'Connell 1995:769) or the ‘intensification’ model of Lourandos (1980, 1983, 1997). I have shown that the mounds of the Hay Plain result from the intensive management and cooking of wetland plant foods in heat retainer ovens, and specific cultural templates and social organisation. But does this relate to the general intensification model proposed by Lourandos? There are a number of reasons why hunter-gatherers in Australia may choose to intensify exploitation of certain food resources (Lourandos 1997, Balme 1995):

• to maintain or increase population
• to utilise smaller territories
• to reduce mobility
• to maximise efficiency of food procurement
• to create larger group sizes
• to support large ‘redistribution’ networks
• risk minimisation

The rapid build-up of the large mounds excavated on the Abercrombie Creek system indicate that some time before 4,300 BP people changed the pattern of site usage to one which involved more people days per year in the tiny loci of individual mounds on this vast plain. The mounds and associated archaeology such as the burials, suggest that in parts of the western half of the Hay Plain there was a movement towards smaller ranges, and reduced mobility for part of the year. We thus have a picture of smaller ranges, or at least more restricted mobility within ranges, and focus on particular wetland plant resources within those ranges.

The management of crops such as Typha and the communal cooking in heat retainer oven in mounds indicate that food procurement efficiency was maximised. It is not possible to evaluate, at the present level of knowledge and dating, whether there was an increase in population, either before or during the development of the focus on wetland plant crops. However, the evidence of smaller burial clusters on the Hay Plain than on the Murray River (Littleton 2002), suggest that land-utilising group sizes
did not necessarily increase although short-term gatherings of people may have increased in size. As discussed previously the increased management of plants and maximization of energy by women's communal cooking in mounds created a situation where a predictable food source and increased sedentism funded the making of infrastructure such as fish nets, fish weirs and possibly water control features. The increased 'redistribution' potential included nets for trade, preserved Typha rhizome and predictable excess fish for trade or gatherings/ceremonies, The fibre for string and nets was produced as a by product of cooking Typha, and cooking of Typha supplied food and enabled people (women) to be sedentary long enough for the time-consuming making of nets. Krefft (1866a) suggested that the fibre was more important than the food, but the fibre was the end product of a long process of managing, harvesting, cooking and eating, and finally string and net-making.

Risk minimisation is another obvious reason why people intensified the exploitation of wetland plants. Crops such as Typha or Bolboschoenus were used to tide people over in seasons when other food was difficult to obtain, such as the gap in food production that occurred fairly widely along the Lachlan, Murrumbidgee and Murray Rivers, in the late winter and particularly in the spring during the initial pulse of the spring flood (MacDonald 1850 [1969]: 37). By introducing certainty in this period a larger population could be supported, or a less mobile population, or a less hungry population (or all of these). From another perspective, a secure food crop meant that some members of the community could concentrate their energies on more risky large game hunting and fishing for the larger fish with spears. In addition, energy could be concentrated on the building of infrastructure. The building of large-scale infrastructure such as the eel traps and eel 'farms' of South Western Victoria may have depended on a staple plant food to support the work. Thus mounds are not the inevitable result of eel farms, but processed food to fund the building and maintenance of eel farms (thus explaining why Williams [1988] could not find mounds next to fish traps). Food processing on mounds on the Hay Plain may have similarly funded the building of wooden fish traps, weirs and possibly earthen dams.

Thus the mounds of the Hay Plain and other archaeological material such as the burials provide evidence for 'intensification' as defined by the above list, except that there is no direct evidence of increase in population or small land-utilising group size.

In a slightly different interpretation, David and Lourandos (1998:210-212) list various
changes in socio-cultural patterns that they argue occurred on Cape York in the Late Holocene including a ‘unified system of territoriality, land use and information exchange’:

- new territorial systems which may be exemplified by smaller territories, well managed crops

- Enlarged diet breadth, incorporating new staple foods capable of being collected in large quantities over extended periods of time, for reasons of risk minimisation and resources for ceremonies

- Restricting the ranges of resource extraction and settlement to short-spaced and/or more commonly reused areas, thus residential bases become more marked and overall mobility reduced

The Hay Plain clearly satisfies all three of the above points, but possibly only in those areas where dense predictable wetland plant crops occur. Thus the areas of Murrumbidgee East which have billabongs and lagoons, the wetlands and reed beds of the Lower Murrumbidgee or Lowbidgee, Lower Lachlan, and the Abercrombie creek system conform to the above points. Considered on a larger scale this type of change also occurred on the adjoining Wakool, Edwards, and Murray Rivers. This combined large area and must be considered a focal point for Holocene socio-cultural change. The Macquarie Marshes is separated from the Hay Plain by nearly 500km, but has a similar permanent wetland with *Typha*, and large numbers of mounds.

However, the eastern areas of the Hay Plain, despite the palaeochannels, creeks, and swamps, show little or no archaeological evidence of this type of socio-cultural change. Thus on the Hay Plain some areas show evidence of dramatically intensified exploitation of particular plant crops, reduction in range, and social changes, while other areas did not. This disparity is a significant area for future research. By understanding the global trend in cooking technology I have been able to examine processes on the Hay Plain or Australia in general and enter the ‘intensification versus taphonomy’ debate (Chapter 2) from another angle. The focus on management, harvesting and oven baking of dense and predicable but difficult to digest carbohydrate crops, particularly USOs, is a worldwide trend which was taken up enthusiastically by people in areas of the Murray Darling system. This study has shown that ‘intensification’ of resource extraction occurred substantially later
than the creation of prospective habitats and crops, and was thus driven by social change, with ecology acting as a constraining factor. This supports Lourandos' concept that the evolution of social relations led to the intensification of resource extraction (Lourandos 1980, 1983, 1997), although I describe it as co-evolution of social organisation and resource extraction built on specialised knowledge of plants and older technology such as heat retainer cooking. The dates from the Ravensworth and Tchelery mounds confirm that this trend was adopted before 4,300 BP on the Hay Plain, which is much earlier than expected when compared to other similar mound systems in Australia.

- The age, short time span and rapid build up of these large mounds of the Abercrombie Creek system corroborates that these mounds are associated with a form of 'intensification' as defined by David and Lourandos (1998). The increase in mounds in the late Holocene on the Hay Plain and the adjoining Murray, Edwards and Wakool Rivers, indicates that this trend continued and increased in scale, leaving the unique monumental landscape for future generations to cherish. The Hay Plain also offers evidence of the social changes that accompanied the intensified exploitation of Underground Storage Organs. The earlier discussions on mound style, landscape archaeology and gender relations provide the kind of detail about the dynamics of social relations that is consistent with the 'intensification' model. The Hay Plain also has the advantage that the mounds can be dated, thus providing a chronology of social change.

9.4.2 Food for Thought- Mounds, Ovens and Global Models

In western North America fire cracked rock middens were most commonly associated with cooking carbohydrate rich foods including underground storage organs such as camas bulbs or above ground storage organs such as agave stems and prickly pear leaves. These foods are considered to be 'low ranked' in terms of energy returns, but were managed to maximise yield and/or provide predictability. This type of exploitation was still occurring at the time of contact in some areas, ceased after the adoption of farming and ceramic pots in others, and in others it held a position in communities that made a living from both farming 'domesticated' plants and collecting 'wild' or 'managed' plants (Leach in press, Leach & Bradfute 2004, Terrell et al. 2003). It has been shown that in some areas people shifted between these aspects.
of plant use depending on circumstances, for example they returned to 'managed' or 'wild' plants during dry years when farming was unsuccessful or not successful enough (Layton et al. 1991:260). In some marginal areas agriculturists returned permanently to gathering as land was degraded or climate deteriorated, but had to intensify plant use as the population was higher or people had become used to a more sedentary larger village lifestyle (Leach & Bradfute 2004). Of special interest are the agave farmers where there was a cross over from collecting wild agave and cooking in ovens to growing agave and cooking in ovens (Leach in press). Thus the continuum between 'domesticated' and 'wild' plants, and 'farming' and 'managing' of plants is strongly linked to the use of heat retainer ovens in many areas. Even in Mesoamerica the central role of root crops and 'wild' plants in the diet is emerging and replacing the idea that maize was the staple (Terrell et al. 2003:338). A similar continuum can be seen in plant use from New Guinea, across the Torres Strait to Cape York and into the continent of Australia (Harris 1995). Oven use intensified at the time of introduction of agriculture in North America (Leach 2005), and at the same time on the Hay Plain, not because Australians were on an 'evolutionary' path to agriculture but because they had a similar purpose in maximising energy from dense predictable but difficult to digest crops. The Hay Plain archaeology shows that the mound building 'reed bed' people had different relationships with plants from the adjacent and related possum hunting forest people or myall scrub people. As they spoke the same languages and intermarried they were able to shift between ways of life like the North American gatherers and farmers.

Dewar (2003:369) links the dependence on roots rather than cereals in the eastern Oceania on the increasing variability in inter-annual rainfall variation. From this viewpoint, the lack of horticulture in Australia is the far end of this trend: it is a direct result of the unpredictable climate. How does this relate to the fact that some of the most predictable rainfall/flood regime areas of Australia were characterised by intensive management and use of root crops and other carbohdyrate rich crops cooked in heat retainer ovens? This suggests that a lack of horticulture in these particular areas of Australia may not be a direct result of an unpredictable climate, but another factor. Dewar postulates that the relatively recent introduction to northern Australia of some Dioscorea and Colocasia species may relate to attempts at farming such crops, possibly during periods of climatic stability (Dewar 2003:376). Of more importance than the possibility of an attempt at 'farming' is the evidence of movement of plant knowledge. Leach (1987) shows that Maori brought knowledge
of plants with them to New Zealand and applied it, including knowledge of which wild plants needed prolonged cooking in ovens. This all suggests that the most important trend in human history is the increasingly specialised knowledge of plants and the sharing of such knowledge. The themes of farming as evolution, revolution or replacement should be exchanged for the ‘knowledge is power’ theme (Terrell et al. 2003:359), the diversity of human behaviour reflecting ‘spreadsheets’ or an ‘interactive matrix of species and harvesting tactics’ (Terrell et al. 2003:323) which people pick and choose from to fund their individual and communal social lives.

Where ‘horticulture’ is characterised by root crops such as *ti* (*Cordyline terminalis*) or other plants with carbohydrate storage organs such as *agave*, it may be seen as a development of the process of managing dense and predictable crops for cooking in heat retainer ovens in order to maximise the energy obtained from the carbohydrates and a given area of land. This process evolved from much older heat retainer technology and its use to change the structure of carbohydrates is an intensification of existing knowledge and practice. In a similar way the Holocene focus on seed grinding in semi-arid New South Wales (Allen 1974, 1998, Balme 1991, 1995) developed from a much older seed grinding technology dating from at least 30,000 BP (Fullagar & Field 1997). Thus in some regions farming can be seen as a sideways development of this process of plant management and carbohydrate energy maximisation through heat retainer cooking or grinding. Horticulture can be seen as simply being an adjunct in the development of cooking technology! Ceramics also co-evolved with ovens in a similar fashion. Heat retainer ovens were also used as kilns for firing pottery (Wandsnider 1997:34), thus and the idea of ceramics possibly originated with baked clay heat retainers, explaining the concurrent development on separate continents. The way ceramics were developed by some baked clay heat retainer users and ignored by others (as in Australia), also supports the ‘interactive matrix’ concept (Terrell et al. 2003:323). Finally, people also co-evolved with ovens and mounds as heat retainer cooking increased the food availability, chewability, digestability and concentration of calories. This has had selective effects on the human genome, resulting in regional variation in tooth size reduction (Brace et al. 1987:715) and ability to digest complex carbohydrates (Wandsnider 1997:29-32). This study has demonstrated that ovens and mounds were an integral factor in social change related to co-operative plant food production and changes to food access and distribution.
9.5 CONCLUSION

The comparison of the results of this study to the models proposed in Chapter 3 indicated that many of the models help explain relationships between material remains and human behaviour on the Hay Plain. Other models clearly do not fit the data and were rejected. I was able to build up a complex picture of the intertwining of ecology, agency and history on the Hay Plain by using these models as tools to work with the data. The interpretive archaeology models enabled me to look at the data with entirely new perspectives and obtain some explanations for aspects that had previously defied explanation. For example the testing of size and shape data for mounds against the idea of mounds having style led to the conclusion that these attributes are cultural rather than economic. The distribution data showed that mounds are associated with dense, predictable plant crops that need cooking in heat retainer ovens. It also showed that the adoption of the intensified management harvesting and cooking of these foods is not a direct result of changes to the environment, but a cultural choice which was constrained by the environment. I have contributed new perspectives and additional knowledge of the archaeology of the Hay Plains and particularly the phenomenon of mounds by following the objectives and research framework outlined in Chapters 2 and 3. This study has researched all the archaeological material types on the Hay Plain, using data about burials, stone tool technology and ovens, as well as mounds, to provide explanation of the archaeology, thus demonstrating that mounds cannot be studied in isolation from the rest of the archaeological record. The research into heat retainer technology has highlighted the continuous use of this technology from the Pleistocene, to the Holocene and the present time, and also delineated similarities and differences between single heat retainer ovens, mounds and ashy deposits with heat retainers. The success of the research objectives and framework is demonstrated by the way the explanations generated by different approaches and scales have successfully meshed together to form a coherent story.

I have attempted to restore the reputation of mounds from 'enigma' to 'archaeological deposit' and the flat plains from 'empty' to 'culturally inscribed' landscapes. Future research needs to focus on these two aspects. Mounds deserve to be the focus of detailed archaeological research that examines the distribution, chronology, and contents in the same way as other significant archaeological deposits. We need to understand the environmental variables, the chronology, and to identify the heat
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retainers, artefacts, pollen, charcoal, starch, lipids, sediments, fibres, bones, scales, and what ever else can be found. A range of issues about the detail of heat retainer cooking remain to be investigated, and can only be examined by middle range experimental cooking. A future dating program can provide additional dates designed to refine the various models and concepts outlined above. The simple technique of coring mounds, pioneered at Ravensworth 3 for this study, has opened up the possibility of regional dating programs and sampling of pollen, sediments, and other microparticles without the need for time consuming, expensive and damaging excavations.

Research into these ‘inscribed’ landscapes must bring the men, women and children, the ancestors and the Story Beings back into focus. Research into mounds needs to address the variables of human behaviour, the intertwining of environment, opportunity, social aspirations and networking. The focus on managing and cooking wetland plant Underground Storage Organs in heat retainer ovens maximised the energy return, provided predictable staple foods and increased sedentism. This enabled building of infrastructure such as fish weirs, making of trade items such as nets (Krefft 1866a), and preserving of food for ceremonies, gatherings and travel.

Mounds reflect changes in gender relations and social organization, as food came to be cooked communally by co-operative effort and distributed in new ways. I have interpreted mounds, ashy deposits, and particularly mound complexes, as the result of long-lived occupation in areas of high potential for production of food which is most efficiently utilised by cooking in heat retainer ovens. Mounds and particularly mound complexes are constructed to ‘style’ templates as such landscapes are appropriated, inscribed and socialised forming palimpsests of meanings and memories reflecting social structures and histories. Thus ‘persistent places became prominent places’ (Schroeder 2004:822-3) and ‘mounds are also a kind of inscription of social memory in space’ (Pauketat & Alt 2003:161).
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